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Coopermatics designs and builds systems that 
could filter anywhere from 20 gallons (75.6 ltr) to 
over several 1000 gallons (3780 ltr) per minute. 
These systems are installed in a variety of indus-
tries in the United States and in several world-
wide locations including India. We have wide 
product range from small companies that require 
specialized filtration solutions for a few gallons 
per minute to large automobile, aircraft, defence 
and other component manufacturers that 
require thousands of gallons filtered 24x7 and 
365 days a year.

We have several customers who are using these
systems uninterrupted for decades helping our 
clients maintain better finishes and fewer reject-
ed parts produced, also longer wheel life and 
lower maintenance on machines when it comes 
to grinding and honing applications. The cleaner
the oil the lower the operating costs.  

There are a variety of standard models that we 
build to choose from or we could design systems
based on your special needs such as with tanks 
for collection of dirty and clean fluids, chillers to 
keep the temperature constant, complete auto-
mation using PLC’s to alternate between 
machines or increase or reduce flow rates.

Our engineering team will be able to optimize 
your system and design it for trouble free service
by running filtration trials and other lab methods
for determining the filterability and sizing of the 
systems.

We are an ASME certified company and build as 
per these standards with or without code stamps
depending on your certification requirements.

With over 60 years of research & experience we have developed the Coopermatics filter tubes with a special weave that 
enhances its performance and longevity. This special weave makes us the best and the most sought after filter tubes in 
the market. 

Similar to filter tubes, Tube Sheet Gaskets, Pot Felts, O-Ring, Neoprene Spacers are specially designed and tailored for 
Coopermatics models.

All spare parts are available in stock at Coopermatics, Northampton, PA facility.

Coopermatics Filtration System:
Optimization of filter process through error proof design and fabrication of complete filtration system.
PLC controlled operation with touch screen display, data logging, control and remote access feature.
Temperature control of liquid - Chillers/Heaters
VFD Controlled Pumping System for the filtered liquid
Tanks: Custom designed/standard tanks for clean and dirty tank with Automatic/Manual Flush Operation.
Offer turn-key installation at customer site anywhere in the world.

Two(2) CFC-90A w/DSR System, in �oor tank 
and dirty tank �ush system. System capable of 
1260 gal./min.


